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Brandon Cordrey is an artist and the Executive Director of VAE 
Raleigh, a cultural arts nonprofit in downtown Raleigh. He joined 
VAE as the director of exhibitions in 2013 and became executive 
director in 2016. During his tenure, he has focused the 
organization on funding, producing, and exhibiting socially 
engaged artwork, specifically working in partnership with the 
local disability communities, communities of color, queer 
communities, and advocacy coalitions. His arts administration 
background also includes working at Flanders Gallery, Lee 
Hansley Gallery, Arts Access, CAM Raleigh, and the Greenville 
Museum of Art.

The Bank of the Arts National Juried Exhibition is the signature show of the Craven Arts Council & 
Gallery, drawing work and artists from across the United States, and this year, even from around the 

globe. The exhibition highlights the diversity of techniques, subjects, and media in the contemporary art 
world, and allows Craven County residents, visitors, and tourists to survey the latest and upcoming talent 

in the art world. 

The 2020 exhibition took place in the Main Gallery from August to September. Despite the challenges 
of COVID-19 over six hundred pieces were submitted and carefully reviewed by juror Brandon Cordrey. 
Cordrey curated a final exhibit of one hundred and twenty three pieces, with artists from New Bern to 

Hawaii, and all the way to Spain. 

In addition to visual arts, the Bank of the Arts National Juried Exhibition served as a inspiration for the 
Ekphrastic Poetry Contest. Poets are asked to write original compositions inspired by the works in the 
show. Over 150 poems were submitted from across the county, including numerous youth submissions 

from local high school students. 

While CAC&G normally publishes online versions of our gallery exhibitions, it became especially 
necessary with COVID-19 in 2020. Many people who could not safety view the exhibition were able to 
do so online at our website, www.cravenarts.org, and enjoyed the works and poems from the safety of 

their home. 
 

Craven Arts Council & Gallery would like to thank the jurors, for through thorough and excellent work 
in selecting works and winners; the artists, for their creativity, craftsmanship, and inspiring artwork; the 

poets, for their vision and original compositions; and all our members, patrons, and supporters, who make 
our exhibitions, competitions, and programming possible at Bank of the Arts.

“It was my great honor to get to review all of the nearly 700 entries for the 2020 Bank of the Arts 
National Juried Exhibition. As with all juried exhibitions, it was a complicated process to select works to 
be exhibited and awards, given the abundance of talent represented in the pool of the entries. My goal 
was to choose works that show the broad diversity of talent and perspectives across our nation–from 
traditional landscape paintings and craft to unexpected use of neon and contemporary technologies. 
The artists represented range from those with lengthy CVs to those exhibiting their work for the first time. 
When taken in as a whole, this exhibition shows the overwhelming base of talented artists who span the 
United States. I am humbled to have crossed paths with every artist who has work exhibited in this show.”

Brandon Cordrey

Visual Arts Juror
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 Jaki Shelton Green, Ninth North Carolina Poet Laureate, 
2019 Academy of American Poet Laureate Fellows, 2014 
NC Literary Hall of Fame Inductee, teaches Documentary 
Poetry at Duke University Center for Documentary Studies. 
Her publications include: Dead on Arrival, Masks, Dead on 
Arrival and New Poems, Conjure Blues, singing a tree into 
dance, breath of the song, Feeding the Light, i want to 
undie you.
“I am grateful for this long tradition of poetry responding to visual art 
and vice versa. Craven Arts Council & Gallery is creating a legacy that 
surely will broaden the appeal of this already popular type of poetry. 
Ekphrastic writing projects help the public to better appreciate the 
ways in which poems do not simply entertain or reinforce established 
knowledge but act as a form of research and add to our knowledge of the relationships between verbal 
and visual art. The poetry in this collection offers a rich dialogue between creative practice and creative 
reflection. Whether it's a painting or a poem, good art evokes an emotional and intellectual response in 
the viewer.
As museum visitors we are pulled into this visceral experience as creative beings experiencing the 
musicality, the dance, and invitations inside all the language, spaces, and colors. “

Jaki Shelton Green, Juror

1st

Purchase Award

Ekphrastic Poetry Juror

Natural Disaster,Danielle James
This work was selected for the 
Bank of the Arts Purchase Award. 
The work was created by Durham 
based artist Danielle James, and 
features the use of handmade neon tubes 
over a velvet painting. 

The work will now become part of the 
Permanent Collection at Bank of the Arts. The 
collection fulfills many roles for Craven Arts 
Council, including acting as a teaching tool 
for lectures, preserving great works of art, and 
collecting and documenting the talents of 
North Carolina artists.
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Money
by Daniel Garcia

Inspired by Money Bags 
Money is the root to all evil 

Money can buy the things you need 
Money can change your life for the good

Money can change your life for the worse 
Money can change your personality 
Money can buy things unnecessary

Money is an object and can impact someone forever.

Cellphone
by Diamond Carr
Inspired by IRL ( Put Your Phone Down) 
Artwork: IRL ( Put your phone down) by Danielle James
Cellphones; an object that you tend to use every waking moment, 
a tool that can help you and a weapon that can harm you. 

Something that chains you to look at it every time it’s around, 
an object that stops you from seeing the outside 

Though it means no harm for it is to contact family and friends; close and far, but 
It's also something that causes people to lose the ones they love the most. 

They find it funny that you can lose touch with yourself, with a digital device 
and find it disgusting that people will tear those on the platform down and not even think twice. 
They despise the fact that he uses his cellphone, because they know what it does to those whose eyes 
see 
the world as something harmless and full of life. 

But she sees it as a place where one’s childhood innocence is striped away from at a young age. He 
finds it sad that you once get one chance to be a kid and never again. 

What do you think about this device? Do you think that it’s something that brings the world together or 
does it tear us apart?

IRL ( Put Your Phone Down), Danielle James

March on Washington, Brandon Dudley
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Put Your Phone Down
by Leah Griesmann

Inspired by IRL (Put Your Phone Down)
When the voice

That is speaking
Is heard 

There’s friction, my diction
Distraction
A fraction

I see the words land
In your eyes

All rise

No static and no bad connection
No need for auto-correction

The greatest proof of affection

Forget all the mentions
May I have your attention?

Dissension, ascension
Time sighs

What if I need to save?
by Kinsay Beddow
Inspired by IRL ( Put Your Phone Down)
A neon light flickers in front of me. It instructs me to 
put my phone down.
I frown, then close my eyes. I sigh and walk away.
In real life is where I do not want to be.
Online I can be me
I feel the stress of real life leave
I keep my eyes closed as nothing will hurt me here.
Online can hurt me, so can real life
It’s why they say kids can be cruel.

Put my phone down
Yet I need my phone
It is not an addiction, it isn’t even a need
Good things come from my phone. Bad things come 
from my phone.
What if somebody is trying to contact me?

What if I need to save another life?
What if I need to save my own life?

Money Bags Daughter
by Melinda Thomsen
Inspired by Money Bags 
Artwork: Money Bags by Danielle James
The daughter’s eyes glowed
as she turned into the Breck girl
reaching for the money her father gave  

her. Over the years, his shiny one  
and learned sheen gained strength 
if she strove for more. Her cash grew.

Glamour looked rich, but like shampoo
it came cheap. She sold pocketbooks, fragrance,
shoes, books, real estate, and trademarks.

Now, the daughter sells Goya beans, 
and the next day her father does, too.
Their eyes sparkle as they boost Goya’s

sales. Her eyes shine from hunger, though. 
Like those at the border, children feed 
on memories of frijoles because they can’t  

eat from what she holds.  Their eyes glisten 
as they remember jugo de naranje, and how 
their papa’s hand once held theirs tight.  

Money Bags, Danielle James
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The Silence
by Lauren Parson
Inspired by Eyes and Butterflies
They say the eyes are the window to the soul
but did they forget we’re all alone?
No windows to peer through,
Nothing to find,
Just butterfly kisses
And what was once mine.

They say reality is how you make it
have they so soon forgotten?
Did they forget how small we are?
With brambles in my hair,
I realize,
The silence never shares.

The silence and I
Like an odd romance.
She holds my lips shut
And I forget,
Forget,
Forget.

Butterflies and Eyes
by Barbara Hall
Inspired by Eyes and Butterflies
She sits in front of the garage in a beach chair
She says she is a poet but I never see her write
She says she wants to help when she walks out the door
She smokes a cigarette then complains she can’t breathe
She says she can’t help, her hand is broken, but doesn’t see a doctor

I watch her sit in front of the garage in a beach chair
She smokes another cigarette and drops it on the ground
She says she doesn’t drink, but I see the blue bottle labeled vodka on the counter,
 recycle bins filled with empty beer cans galore
I wanted to help her, thought there was a chance
Welcomed in the person I saw, tall, beautiful, full of poise
Her laughter lovely, eyes full of possibility…

But what happened to that phantom mirage of hopeful dreams?
Somehow I missed the negatives when tantrums became screams
Cries of “I can’t breathe” after charging up the stairs and chatting on the phone
What made her so comfortable stretched across the bed
Ignoring my wounds and broken bones, they never entered her head

My only questions remain, why smoke if you can’t breathe?
Is it the butterfly across your mouth?

Eyes and Butterflies, Melissa Hedge
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The Buttefly Effecct
by Kelly Jones
Inspired by Eyes and Butterflies
i swallow your words whole
to hide them from the light 
they worm their way down
gorging on all that is green
leaving me exposed to the sky
taking a million steps on a
thousand dreams
boring deep in the cocoon of my heart

they sit echoing silently in the emptiness
embalmed in venom, suspended like a noose

until

web and darkness can no longer hold
my tongue
your words burst forth
transformed
metamorphosed 
they take flight on my lips
like the whisper of a velvet wing
pollinating the fields and cities 
growing louder, stronger, gathering
with other freed phrases as
a changed wind darkens the southern skies

dust blows off of minds and souls
the storm demands that history kneel
the stampede of righteous feet shakes foundations
the hurricane shouts from the shores
and the earth tilts towards justice.

Sing
by Michelle Flye
Inspired by Eyes and Butterflies
If I’d just kept quiet or spoken
Only butterflies and moths and pretty things
We would still be whole, unbroken
But I spat out the dragonflies with glass wings
And you couldn’t face I had awoken
So now we face each other across the springs
Without affection or even a token
Of what used to be before I chose to sing.

Aemilia Bassano, Shakespeare’s Sister as Othello (1603), Rhonda Urdang

Three in the Mist, Linnie Greenberg
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Eyes and Butterflies
by Macy Stilley
Inspired by Eyes and Butterflies
My eyes and butterflies, 
The way you silence all my cries, 
My lips covered by a blue hue, 
While my eyes full of regret for loving you, 
When I speak I’m silenced, 
When I cry I’m stopped, 
And I hate the way that my hurt and pain, 
Are Smothered until my hearts clogged, 
It’s hard to explain your where all my pain lies, 
When I’m stuck and only know how to hide, 
For right now I’m just trapped behind, 
my eyes and butterflies, 
This is all I know and I know it's not right, 
But for now I'll resign where I’m out of sight, 
I’m too scared to tell I wouldn’t dare to yell, 
I hate that you made me live in fright, 
No one knows but the God who sees both my days and nights, 
Cause all people can see are my eyes and butterflies

Beautifully Made
by Jala ward
Inspired by Eyes and Butterflies
People will only see the beauty, but they will never see pain. 
People may see beautiful eyes, but they refuse to see the 
sadness. 
People will only see one emotion because that’s just how 
life is. 
Her cries for help are blocked out by the people's blindness. 
Pain, sadness and anger all exist for her, but each will only 
see what they empathize with. 
We only know ourselves and no one else. 
We see what we want to see, 
And believe what we want to believe. 
But we all have something in common; 
We all hide something. 
Whether in our head, eyes, face or anywhere else. 
But those things are what makes us miraculous, and 
Beautiful Loving individuals.

Manifestation
by Felicia Watkins

Inspired by Eyes and Butterflies 
Eyes watch the world with beautiful imagination;

uncomplainingly waiting for our caterpillar dreams
to manifest into Butterflies.
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Butterflies
by Nicholas Fillingame
Inspired by Eyes and Butterflies
Butterflies float up stream
Carefully to see the beams
Wondering if they will see the blue
Of the sky they once flew

Dancing in the air with green eyes trained
The one who keep him chained

Atlas he is finally free
Flying with a spree
Feeling the wind take him
Back to the place he was kept
Landing on the lips he wept
“Free at last”

I Don’t Speak the Language
by Diane de Echeandia
Inspired by I Don’t Speak the Language

VCXU
AQP

I don't read it either.

The letters are Roman.
But these are not English words.
The placement of the vowels do not form words.
Are they words at all?

Not Greek.
Not Russian.
Not Arabic.
Not Chinese.
Not Egyptian.

Code letters?
A message to decipher?
What if one's life depends on
understanding these letters?
Too many questions.
No answers.
Confounded by my illiteracy,

I leave without knowing.

Rock Climbing, 3 mins, 3 days, Yingqi Zhao

I Don’t Speak the Language, Aimee Fresia
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We the Free
by Grace Maselli

Inspired by We the Free
hear the sound of Zsa Zsa and 

her pearls rolling unstrung behind
her, breadcrumbs leading

backwards to 
socialites with rubber
swim caps, blossoms 

in polyamide 
and a Riviera of yachts

on the Côte d'Azur 
of cocktails with

peacocks who wink
wink a dazzle,

their shadows cast on
gold walls, a lifetime 

from tent 
cities lined with 

plastic asparagus 
ferns, the encampments 

of damage 

where pantries on wheels 
roll cream corn 

and toiletries
into the woods,

where nostalgia is free
for the taking

Triptych of Attributes, Susan Lenz
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After the After-Party
by Grace Maselli
Inspired by After-Party
She changes like an Italian shoe-shiner
changes the speed of his buffs:  fast  and dreamy slow wingtips  
                             
                                        oxfords low  loafers
                                        
                                        longwing brogues

one minute
                       
                                        cap toes 
the next

Her mercurials, her curi-osities--

                                       sensitive 

                                       insensitive

She changes like an initiate into a Shakti cult 

                          dynamic 
                               
                                       mutable

She shifts like fruit on a freightliner going 660 miles; limes move 

                                       over open roads 
                                       squeezed over salads 

her puckering vicissitudes 

                                                       and turnarounds

her double backs

                            and ups 
                            and downs

                                                     her inversions

She shifts like cells in a stomach lining                  
rebuilt every five days

After after-parties she goes her separate ways in teacup rides and plays along the phases of the moon

We the Free, Kimberly Engel

After-Party, Kimberly Engel
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Flower
by Judi LaBelle
Inspired by Bizar Glad in Speckled Vase

flower 
born…..unfolding
 delicate
 paintable
chosen for another’s delight
fading…..peacefully

The Building Invites You In (49 Lines of Poetry)
by Melinda Thomsen
Inspired by Red Flags Over Atlanta 
The unfinished building says, look at me.
I am you.  See my five-story midsection?
See how hallways separate into corridors
of offices? I can fill a screenshot with thirty
offices – not including those clinging
to the margins. The workplace of me
will continue for years, but now you may
peek inside at my internal organs before
skins of windows cover my skeleton. 

See those flags draped from my opened sides? 
They warn of precipices, but I think of them 
as Tibetan prayer flags, and I send you, Atlanta, 
peace, wisdom, strength, and compassion.  
But I worry about these doors, and you,
and the doorway effect because when we pass 
through doors we forget, and we’ve entered 
the hour of the wolf.  Can you remember 
why red flags flew over Atlanta?  Neither, 

can I.  I try looking into the right corner 
of the sky and search my hippocampus 
for my episodic memories, but there’s nothing. 
My short-term memory snaps with many flags:
Jacob Blake, Ahmaud Arbery, David McAtee, 
George Floyd, Dreasjon Reed, Michael Brent Ramos,
Deonna Taylor, and Manuel Elijah Ellis.
My long-term memory has lost some names 
but not their images. I can see Elijah McClain, 

Atataina Jefferson, Aura Rosser, 
Stephon Clark, Botham Jean, Philandro Castille, 
Alton Sterling, Michelle Cusseaux, Freddie Gray, 
Janisha Fonville, Eric Garner, Akai Gurley, 
Gabriella Nervarez, Tamir Rice, 
Michael Brown, and Tanisha Anderson. 
My brain bows under the heft of red flags
I’ve strung at the doorways to my abyss. 
To memorize their names, I embroider them

across crimson flags. The day I finally stand 
over Atlanta and employees pass through 
my doors for the first time, will they forget, too?  
Those red flags are gone, and I am at code,
but am I really safe for you, Atlanta?  
Please drape me in garlands of flags again, 
so the winds breathe out blue, white, red, 
green and yellow prayers. You must see 
these red flags sewn together with stories.

A Hole in the Wall
by Wyatt Cook

Inspired by Growing Pains
A hole in the wall

How dark yet inviting
It is a mandatory plunge we must all take

We all come out better
There is light at the end of the tunnel
The transformation may be agonizing

The end form is amazing
We must all grow up and this is that time

We must all decide
We must all stand the test of time

Childish innocence in exchange for adulthood
Growing pains

The ultimate trial
The ultimate test of endurance

A hole in the wall

Growing Pains, Lori Stetson
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Glad
by Edna Stewart
Inspired by Bizar Glad in Speckled Vase 
Two seeds planted in me, the Creator, and the parents.
Consciousness, programed for certainty of Birth and death, 
role players, ancestors, and grandparent’s,
 with the accumulations and impressions gathered, 
alongside memories and Illusions,
 and fourteenth wedding anniversary.

Played out in life,
the Wasps stings with memories and illusions of the past, 
How do I handle life?
I decided on the sense of the Bee, withdrawal – gathering the groups of thoughts, 
and turn them into sweet nectar and honey.

Once cut off and placed in a vase, I am reminded of one “gladdies” of a life span.  
What happened to my quality of life? 
 Do I live or die?

The survival process begins. 
I lose my intent, my petals fall, and the withering away that follows, 
and now, my conscious goes.  
Grounded in earth, I am released from the cycle.
Be present, 
be empty, 
be timeless.

Bizar Glad in Speckled Vase, Karen Parker

Red Flags Over Atlanta, Bette Kauffman
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An Excerpt: Red Clover, White
by Jan B. Parker

Inspired by Knots White 
When the father

I told on first touched
me I could not eat for days

I thought to starve
was my ticket out though

it was never enough
He came for me still

and when he did
I dreamed of being weightless

limbless
with paper thin torso

able to fly to Mars
or the Milky Way

skitter over the backs
of Perseid’s meteors

swim inside the
Little Dipper

Keep an eye out
for the great Northern Star

I hid in the shadows
of Mother’s stucco wall
because that is where

he took me
to various rooms

of my mother’s house

Best escape of all
scrying into the weave

of Mother’s curtains
Staring at pinpoint
rays stabbing tiny
spaces between 
weft and warp

The ins
The outs
Blinding

quarter-second shots
munitions of Polaris

To be sure

Details details
There are so many.

The Gathering, Cathy Wilkin

Dogwood Tree with Man, Dog, and Cat, Karen Parker

1st

2D (Painting, Drawing, 
Mixed Media)
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Dogwood Tree
by Isabel Rains
Inspired by Dogwood Tree with Man, Dog, and Cat 
It was a blessing and a curse what he did to me
My narrow and tiny branches were once strong and sturdy

Now I have four white and pure petals with red on the ends
So every year on Easter I can remind you of the blood he shed

The Calm Before the Storm
by William Baldree
Inspired by The Gathering
Artwork: The gathering by Cathy Wilkins
Of all the seasons Autumn is my favorite,
But what's really hard is trying to savour it.
I like the weather it’s nice and cold mixed with warm,
It’s always the calm before the storm.
The birds chirp and begin to be alert,
So those little twerps begin to divert
Here comes winter with blackened skies,
The weather turns cold right before my eyes.

My Town
by Addisyn Brewer

Inspired by Hardee Smith ( 1850s - 1950s)
My town may not be big,

my town may not be small,
but my town is what I call home.

When I awake in the morning,
it may not sound like the city,

it also may not sound like the country.
But it sounds perfect for me.

And I am lucky enough to call it my home,
as others call it their vacation.

So my life may not be perfect,
But it's perfect to me.

Thanks to my town.

Meadow Mystery
by Henry Bibby
Inspired by Buck - Hardee (1850s - 1950s)
A Miniature Meadow
Surrounded by a moat of Sandstone
Covered in blackened Wheel Marks

Or could it be that this is a Entrance
An entrance to your home
An entrance to your room
An entrance to a world you've never been
A great big portal carved on these walls
Walls of thick Yellow Sandstone
With ashen scratches upon them
The decision is yours to make

Hardee-Smith (1860-1930s), Edwin Averntte

Buck-Hardee (1850s-1950s), Edwin Averntte

Knots White, Jiajin Zhou
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Ode for Joan Little
by Colin Cutler
Inspired by Not This Time
Leaning into the wind on his everlasting wings, 
a swan blows his trumpet down the Pamlico;
inside the county jail, a young girl wipes her nose
and shivers at the sound of keys rattling on their ring. 

The jailer enters, nightstick black against his clean
starched shirt, palming a pick for shards of ice—“You owe
me this”—the pick falls loose, he grunts; the spreading blood soaks
his shirt. She flees as fast as stone from a sling. 

Murder was added to the charges; when caught, she stood
to hear the story of how she intentionally seduced
him; the prowling swan patrolled along the rainy docks. 
As the cell slammed shut, and the jury retired, she prayed,
“Leda of the ripped-up jeans, deliver those refusing
the gaze and grip; deliver us from men and gods.” 

Drizzle,  Lauren Yandell

Not This Time, Jill Eberle

HM
Ekphrastic 

Poetry

Merit 
Award

Visual Art
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A Sudden Blow
by Paul Jones
Inspired by Not This Time
Swan feathers snow the hotel room.
What isn't to be seen was blood.
A plumed body, like a costume
Worn to the wrong party, floods

The bed. The bird, out of his head,
Rose—a randy, possessed, god/groom—
Out of the pond. Then he was dead.
Yellow hair flashed at his doom.

Look at his beak; its colors bleed,
Embossed, shaded like Celtic runes.
Did the manic bird's heart bloom,
As life left, to blush her cheeks red?

Her eyes show she put on power
For this time, this vengeful hour.

An Arrow Myself
by Leah Finch
Inspired by Not This Time

You attack me.
I’m not sure how I got here.
I’m not sure if you have me, under your wing.

I know you were beautiful.
And with the elegant but cold ease of one detached,
you were mesmerizing.

And as I watched you float above life,
you captivated me.
The soft ripples you made, a trance.

But you thrive on a captive audience.
The second I began to turn away,
you turned vile. You let your ruffled feathers show.

Placidity was replaced with targeted flight.
In desperation, you flung yourself at me.
Another arrow from your quiver.

But I’ve decided, I’m no target.
In fact, I’m an arrow myself. Anxiety 

by Leah Collier
Inspired by Not This Time 

“You’re late again, you're late again
What exactly are you trying to find?

You are going to fail, you are going to fail”
These are the words that swarm my mind

As I approach my first class
“You’re late, again” she says

With so much f**king sass
According to her I’m a “pain in the ass”

I get overwhelmed too easily
With my stupid anxiety

It always creeps inside of me
My words come over me

It makes it really hard to breathe
I feel like I’m somebody else

Living with this is not an ease
I can’t just ‘get over it’ whenever I please

If I could then I would, believe you me
But this my anxiety and it's, a part of me

Towles Point, Virginia, Bridget Murphy
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Bird of Beauty
by Madison Denk

Inspired by Not This Time
Its wings beat down on me 

Suffocating me Its beak pecks at me to make me perfect 
Its lust for beauty hurts me 

What am I now? 
Beautiful but at what cost

 My soul is worn and spirit diminished
The Bird returns its hunger never satiated 

I suffocate it as it suffocated me 
Poke at it till it is perfect in my eyes

It lay still unable to hurt me 
My beauty may be gone but I am now free

War Lifestyle
by Melannie Phang
Inspired by Sailing 

Down in the Trench, with the men we trust.
Told to ‘Stand to’ for enemies of the Central.

Rum ration before 6 in the morning.
Skippin’ stand down straight to bacon and tea.

No rest till afternoons dinner,
Writing letters, sketching, reading novels, and playing cards.

 Before dusk, all stand to and back to stand down.
Soldiers of the night work digging,

patrolling. While others worked wires for defense.
Enemies rest well but victory will be ours.

For our strong nations, we shall be victorious.
For declaring war with a fellow allied nation.
But peace revealed itself on Christmas truce

Chocolates and Sausages as gifts, and a game of ball.
3-2, peace lasted till’ the new year began. 

Loving Hand, Jay Handy

Large Head, Patricia Shaw
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Poor Man’s Bread
by Elaine Hills

Inspired by Sharecropper’s Lament
Sometime the earth

don’ give way
for the small stalks

push up.
The creek dry up

an we carry water
a mile.

Sometime it get lonely
in the dark night

when dogs howl and
sleep don’ come,
worries creep in
don’ give no rest.
Maybe next year
things get better,
rains come slow

don’ cause no flood,
come when they should.

Maybe next year
bills get paid,

buy our own land
hold our heads high

have food on the 
table every day,

buy a new Sunday shirt
shoes that don’ hurt.

Sailing, Stone PENG

Sharecropper’s Lament, Stephen Simmerman
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Just Make it to Sunday
by Sandra Lilly
Inspired by Tropico I
My mental health is deteriorating. I can’t concentrate on anything anymore. 
Nothing makes me strive to get up everyday and keep moving. 
“Do this, do that.” The constant yelling to keep everything under control. I’m drowning. 
I can’t do everything. But that’s what’s expected of me. I don’t know what day it is anymore.
I don’t know what I ate for breakfast yesterday, or did I even eat at all?
I have to move at such a fast pace, “but don’t drop anything.” 
“Just make it to Sunday.” I tell myself, not even through with Tuesday.
What’s happening to me? I don’t even feel like myself anymore. 
I have to keep moving, I need a new place by November. 
The AC has been broken for two weeks and I haven’t been able to be at my house to let maintenance 
come in.
Everything falling at my shoulders.
But I have a job and a place to lay my head at night. 
So why am I so ungrateful?

Be It Ever So Humble, Carol More

Tropico I, Felipe Alarcon
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One Touch
by Jeanne Julian

Inspired by Being Held

and one teardrop 
on the verge

falls

from burden of sorrow

like a stone

Vows
by Kelly Jones

Inspired by Being Held
cast your stones at me

raze the wired fences that
keep out more than keep in

cast your stones at me
through floods and droughts

mud and dust, names written in sand

cast your stones at me
through day and night and moon and sun

and all the darkness that lies between

cast your stones at me
through phone calls and open mouths

at black cars with midday lights

cast your stones at me
in hospitals and churches

graveyards with rocks of their own

cast your stones at me
through uncurtained windows

in houses made of glass

cast your stones at me
across the valleys we remember 

and the mountains we forget

cast your stones at me
the sinful and the innocent
the first stone and the last

cast your stones at me and i will take the blow

and 

when lightness finally comes and gates unrust

we will gather the stones together
and drop them in the river

letting time do what words cannot

then 

we will take them home in the twilight
and stack them in a quiet corner

where no one ever goes

cast your stones at me
cast your stones at me

and i will take the blow.

Being Held, Faith Hagenhofer
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Minimalized
by Evie Henderson
Inspired by Rolling Elephants
Something of childhood dreams
bigger than life. A creature 
invincible. Johnny Weissmuller called. 
Eye-popping images of adventure.
Brute strength.
Majestic.

A young heart had to visit
the circus. See the parade. 
Be in the awe of your power.
Touch leathery, grey skin. Feel dwarfed 
by your presence. Earth smells 
and dung mixed together. My nostrils
flared with invading smells to
the pit of my stomach – a thrill
of rawness uncharted.

Down a dark alley
in downtown Bangkok
I met your Asian cousin. 
Legs shackled for me to pose
on her back. A voice wanted coins.
Photo anyone?

Tusks for trinkets. 
A massive weight curling
into itself.
Diminished.
A chance for survival by
removing the ivory 
of your power.

Minimalized.

Schwa Goat, Catherine Walker

The Pearl, Tanya Tewell
Drafting Brush Set, Aspen Golann
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Elephant
by Trish Sheppard
Inspired by Rolling Elephants
you loved elephants
trunks up you would say
good luck
chohk dee

you even rode one
in Thailand

while you were riding elephants
I was giving birth
a grandson

you sent a telegram
a week later
it was signed your father and I

I read it surrounded 
by throw-up bibs
dirty diapers
mewing baby

I imagined what it was like 
not to ride an elephant
but to have you beside me

Elephant
by Anthony White

Inspired by Rolling Elephant 
Only the foolish dare to challenge the Elephant,

The strong the wise the innocent the elegant,
Only scum want to hunt the Elephant,

The weak, the foolish the sinful, the malevolent.

Their beautiful ivory tusks pierce the sky,
But eventually, we must say goodbye,

The end for the Elephant is nigh,
The scum hunting them dry.

O’ Elephant how are you so wise,
O’ Elephant how are you so strong,

O’ Elephant how are you so elegant,
Yet innocent at the same time

Rolling Elephant, Aspen Golann

Merit 
Award

Visual Art

The Pearl, Tanya Tewell
Drafting Brush Set, Aspen Golann
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Now
by Victoria Younger
Inspired by MMIW

Silence Forced
A Blank Stare
Violent Hand

Heavy
Mars Beauty

For Now

Tribe of the Raggedy
by Paloma Capanna
Inspired by MMIW
 She said: it would only take
“a handful of raggedy Indians”
to restore their lands
and their dignity and she
would be one of the raggedy.

That’s why the coroner took them
– her hands – cut them off her corpse
in the lab, March ’76,
and gave them to the FBI-men
to drive them to Washington, D.C.

The murderers: misunderstood.
The coroner: misunderstood.
The FBI men: misunderstood.

Her voice rose upon the dying,
caught the wind, out west, on Pine Ridge,
traveled east to the heart of this 10-year old,
watching the news and growing up,
to become another woman of voice.

Her mother: understands.
Her daughters: understand.
Other women, like me: understand. 

She said: “I’m not going to stop fighting
until I die,” but in this one thing
she was wrong.  A woman does not 
stop fighting when she dies.  Our bones
release the weary.  Our Spirits bloom invincible.
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Alphabets, Ting Wang

Woman
by Yesica Flores

Inspired by MMIW
Red hand covering the woman’s mouth,

dark hair,
something like a heart

beat on her chest.
Hear it out loud

The word, Woman.
What does it mean to a native in american

Stop means stop.
So many women died.

This need’s to stop.

You
by Eh Da
Inspired by The Fleeting Mind 
My mind is dripping down the drain,
and yet it’s not hurting my brain.
So, when you come back for a fight,
you’ll know what I said was right.

I’ll be here waiting for your thought,
but when you get here don’t get caught.
This sense of mine is going blank,
I hope you know I'm going to crank. 

Although I wield my hate towards you,
I don’t want you to go blue.
I could never forgive,
for so the thought won’t make me behave.

You have brought me so much joy,
but then why do you have to be so hoy.
Although we had some rough ledges,
I hope we can smooth out the edges.

I know you love me with all your heart,
so please don’t leave me here apart.
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Loss and Reclamation
by Jan B. Parker

Inspired by Pause
I lost my love for living and died to be reborn.

 (I am Cicada shedding skin.)
I lost my mother and my father.

 (I am Eagle, soaring over graves.)
I lost my first husband.

 (I am Fox, running free.)
I lost the father of my children.

 (I am Wolf, mating mice no more.)
I lost the brightness of my mind.

 (I am Firefly with sun in tail.)
I lost my 20/20 eyesight.

 (I am Mole wanting to tunnel.)
I lost weight.

 (I am Otter in constant play.)
I lost my ability to say no.

 (I am Owl insisting who?)
I lost my need to ask why?

 (I am Bear, sleeping through winter.)
I lost the crutch of keeping quiet.

 (I am Beaver, slapping tail.)
I lost my empathy.

 (I am Hornet, full of venom.)
I lost my courage.

 (I am Alligator, grown old and toothless.)
I lost my legs.

 (I am Snake who walks, regardless.)
I lost my virginity.

 (I am Luna Moth, no mouth to protest.)
I lost my spirit.

 (I am Ant with heavy load.)
I lost my youth.

 (I am Chrysalis, changing.)
I lost my best friend.

 (I am Horse with no rider.)
I lost my reputation.

 (I am Mockingbird, telling all.)
I lost my way to never re-find same.

 (I am Turtle, never going in reverse.)
And finally,

I lost my need to lose.
 (I am all these things and more.)

Problems on Paused
by Akina Anderson
Inspired by Pause
Pause
Do you pause
For this woman
Hand pointing to the signs
crying out yellows and oranges
of family
over a broken plate.
Putting a pause on the problem
Trying to keep it together
Hiding the sadness as much as possible.
Pretty on the outside pain on the inside
Just need to take a break and pause.

Pause, Anna Wagner

The Fleeting Mind, Anna Wagner
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The Calm
by Mark Perry
Inspired by The Fleeting Mind 
My mind, my mind is fleeting today, and I do not know why
My mind is complicated and thorough but i can't be thorough right now
Whenever my mind is fleeting I just calm on down
But is this a good thing?
Well I have no idea

Honestly, maybe no one knows if it is or not
But what I do know is that life feels amazing
When my mind is fleeting
Normally my life is dull and i overthink things, though with a fleeting mind,
you have no worries
A fleeting mind can cure any mental illness in my book
Though it all happens so fast, it feels as if your normal after just a second
This sense of invulnerability only lasts for a moment, and after you feel upside down

Blow Out, Anna Wagner

1st

Contemporary 
Craft

Inner Struggles
by Joshua Morales
Inspired by The Fleeting Mind
From the holes in my head,
Come words that do not resonate with me.
My mind is going bleak,
And my life is nothing but shallow pools of tears.

As my eyes close to rest, I hear a sound from the darkness
It’s the sounds of my tears hitting the pillow I lay on.
As I cry myself to sleep,
I reminisce on my life choices that led me here.

Though I have made achievements and advancements,
I still feel a tug on my soul.
It’s my loneliness and depression that pulls at me,
Beckoning me to come back into their waters.

Though I resist it the best I can,
It always gives a warm welcome when I do come back.
Anytime I stray away,
It’s not long before I am pulled back in again.

Throughout my life so far, in many situations,
I experience these feelings on and off.
As I come across this situation
I begin to work through these feelings.

As I continue one day at a time,
My family reminds me of the unconditional love that I receive from them.
Therefore, that glimpse of hope continues to shine through.
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Treasure
by Jo Ann Hoffman
Inspired by Geometric Heritage: Lines
She was born the daughter of a King.
Her eyes were jewels, her hair was gloss,
her limbs were lithe and lean, smooth skin embossed
with liquid gold. Her hands flashed diamond rings.
Craving riches, thieves pursued her. The sting
of human greed ignores true worth—a loss
profound.  Robbed, she bowed her head and bore the cost 
of blindness to the truth of treasured things.

Soon after, Wisdom built a house inside
her woman-soul. The daughter raised her royal head,
and let her royal voice burst forth with pride
and power.  High upon the mountainside
she sang the birds of peace to earth and led
them, free and true, beyond our great divides.

I Meet the Queen
by Judith R. Duncan

Inspired by Geometric Heritage: Lines
I am the new hire

the new hire with a freshly inked MBA
trained in economics and marketing

poised to excel, to be a big boss. 

I wear a tailored, feminine white shirt
an extremely expensive silk scarf

a plain dark suit jacket, straight skirt
elegant Ferragamos. Comfortable.

I am lunched, not dined
in the firm’s sleek cafeteria

a bit of a let down
no olive, no martini. 

This is my office 
two desks, two chairs, windows 

do I sense tension when I ask–
officemate, who is my officemate?

She enters tall, dressed in a gold
ceremonial robe, a jeweled crown

atop her flawless hair.
She is Black. She is ebony.

Did I tell you, I’m petite, oh so very White 
blondish, naive and kind of country

but I don’t miss a beat
neither does the Queen.

I adore her, she is a thorn of feminine power
in the side of corporate masculinity

and I’m a ragamuffin of desire
to be like her.  No, to be her.     

Geometric Heritage: Lines, Ndiriks Ekuma-Nkama
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That’s One Small Step for Man
By Teya Priest Johnson 
Inspired by Moonman in Blue
We watched the moon landing
from an air conditioned motel room.
Astronauts bounced down the ladder
and boinged around like kids.
Outside was one hundred in the shade.
Cheerleading camp was flipped hair
and bubble cuts. Strong-legged women
with shrill whistles barked commands,
marching drills, splits, stiff arms–
straight up, straight out, straight down,
pompoms smacked thighs. One girl
cried about boys burning draft cards
and disliked hippies. I told dad,
smoke only in the bathroom.
Dallas Cowboy Cheerleader scouts
showed up, asked our grade, commended
our style. Vietnam sent home junkies 
with nightmares. Dad grew cannabis 
in the basement. My Grandmother judged
the Miss North Carolina beauty pageant.
I didn’t know the meaning of feminist.
Dad claimed he was one with the universe
and danced half naked across our beds.

Off By One, Casey Narron
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Through the Eyes of a Cow
by Akshaya Pawasker

Inspired by The Road to Nagoma Karabakh

We are running out of time,
we are ticking, 

Eris drops an apple
and we scramble to find our

initials monogrammed on
its golden skin.

Party turns into a pandemonium.
We are entitled.

We are human beings.
They are shape shifters, 

mothers, ascetics, 
Buddha under a Bodhi tree

four stomached gods,
ruminating on life
Coughing up cud,

staring at us grappling 
for a sweet lie, white and shiny

like truth, which is neither 
chaos nor order.

It is what it is.
Why the cattle strutting 

down the road 
always seem to see

through us, beyond us,
Raccoon eyed, unimpressed as

the world runs 
hundred miles per hour.

The horns blaring,
the unimpeded sea

of cars on Tarmac yet
they don’t flinch 

seeming punch drunk
till you hit the brakes.
When the walls of your
heart are thinned out
with all that you hold

their unperturbed pose
instils an inertia 

in the strife.
Their unadorned horns 

glare mockingly.
The herd of calm

contrasting against
our fidgeting mind.

Even the calf mirrors
her mother,

wary of the man already 
who milks and milks
and is never sated,

never steady 
as the unmoving eye

of the cow
that laughs silently at 

our pointless toil.

The Road to Nagorno-Karabakh, Ben Erlandson

1st

1st

Ekphrastic 
Poetry
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Some Advice on travel to Nagoma- Karabakh
by Paloma Capanna
Inspired by The Road to Nagoma- Karabakh
Once you understand that you must start in Turkey
–  that you cannot start in Russia – you, too, 
can get to Ngorno-Karabakh, walk the Janapar Trail 
from one end of the country to the other in 186 miles,
a region little changed since Stalin, in 1920,
declared this mountainous black garden an “oblast,” 
which translates as “special autonomous zone.”

It helps to speak a little Armenian, even as Azerbaijan
declares its intention to build the third highway
and random snipers, though not so much since 2016,
crimp tourism in this land of no official borders
but under an official ceasefire after 30,00 were killed 
in “protracted, uncleared mountain warfare” 1988-1994,
a descriptive phrase from a Wikipedia entry.

You can enjoy a tour of Gandzasar, Dadivank, Gtichavank, 
Amaras, Tsitsernavank, Yeghigh Arakyal, all monestaries,
rebuilt, rebuilding, first built on the skull of John the Baptist, 
13th century survivors, atop mountains, recently decapitating
into open-pit mines of gold, silver, copper, molybdenum,
while men riding horses, saints, angels of khachkar cross-stones
wonder if they will live to see another thousand years. 

Reverence
by Jo Ann Hoffman

Inspired by Upside Down
My pups bow to me each morning –

elbows on the floor Sphinx-style,
  fannies skyward.

I drop to my knees and honor them
  with a tussle.

 Japanese friends incline
   their heads in courtesy,

Catholics genuflect in church,
parents bend down to lift the child,

Yoga class nods peace
  with humble namaste.

Even random knots of flowers
  in far corners of my yard,

lowly lilies-of the-valley, 
swing their chaste bell heads to earth

  ringing out with reverence.

If I could gather gratitude like lilies,
I would swaddle myself

  in its wise white weaving
and curve into an arc of awe

  for every lovely living thing
  to pass beneath in peace.

Gymnophobia, Lizzy Wallen

Upside Down, Curtis Frederick

HM
Ekphrastic 

Poetry
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HM
Ekphrastic 

Poetry

What About the Crows?
by Michelle Flye
Inspired by Marsh at St. James
But where do the crows roost
In this world you have created?
A fantastic realm fated
To curves, soft and smooth.
How does a crow perch with his kin?
Crows require angles to land,
Sharp and linear, never sand.
Though shiny things may draw him in,
Facts are what matter to the crow:
The science behind a straight line,
A point that could never be too fine.
He’d rather balance than join the flow.
So take back your world without stress.
Add some clarity to all the fluff.
You won’t regret a bit of rough
Sacrifice for the crow’s intelligence.

Sunshine of the Almost-Spotless Mind
by Janice Bethany

Inspired by Marsh at St. James 
Sometimes perfection presents itself

and you believe in starting over. 
You believe in restful sleep, sunrise, 

light tripping on green dazzling green,
sunshine of the almost-spotless mind. 

You believe in millions of blades of grass
and their glorious work. Beholding 

the flux of marsh and sea, you lose your 
flamboyance to great banks of clouds with 

more purple more radiance than you will 
ever need. At night, you dream in green,

bending like sea grass to nothingness
in its supreme form. You will start over,

you will be balanced. You will live long.
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heaven bound
by Haley Searcy
Inspired by Heaven Bound 
your voice is cloaked
in the stone fragments
of the sea

your whispers are the wind
and i find myself
following your glow

what is a body
when you really think about it
but a halo

beaming out electric signals
then disappearing 
into the fog  again

Heaven Bound, M Blevins

The Marsh at St. James, Bart Levy
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Nature’s Way
by Nate Milhorn
Inspired by Nature Reclaims
We build, God reclaims
Reclaiming things every day
It’s unsettling

It’s magnificent
Recycling all that we’ve made
It is breath taking

At times annoying
When it takes something you want
Returning it’s things

Takes historic sights
Where events have occurred
And wars have been fought

It’s eternal war
Fought harder than every man
Reclaims all it can

With all its power
Nature reclaims all it’s things
No matter its shape

The earth will reclaim
Everything that was once made
Back to where it came.

Code: Y15
The Nigella Bud

by Meh Tay
Inspired by Nigella 

It sways with the winds,
And dance gracefully with its kind.

Its unique features,
So spectacular

It’s leaves, like threads

It awaits for its time to bloom,
In the early summers at noon.

Oh, how excited it will be,
To attract the sights of many.

As time passed it wonders,
How will I look like to the eyes of others?

Will I be charming enough?
Beautiful enough,

To be given away as a sign of love?

Oh, how it waits patiently to see what the future holds,
But when the time came, it was still the same.

How it envied others that bloomed,
Questioning why it wasn’t it too.

If only the little bud could see,
How enchanting it will be,

Just wait and see.
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Change is Inevitable, Julie O’Connor
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Nature Reclaims
by Savannah Belfance
Inspired by Nature Reclaims
My bricks had once been a part of something larger.
A home filled with love and family.
Now all that stood was me;
All alone with nothing but green.
The fire inside of me once heated that home.
The children gathered ‘round my base.
Keeping warm in the winter,
Mesmerized by the beauty of the fire within me.
Papa would hunt with his Papa before him,
Bringing home soon-to-be supper.
Mama would cook, Grandmother before her,
The best looking meals.
One day I didn’t do my job.
The fire caught on a nearby rug.
The flames were beautiful,
But there’s pain with beauty.
There I was, all alone.
Everything was black for weeks.
Slowly, the green grew in from around me,
And its beauty brought more pain.
The vines grew up, up, up
Finding support amongst the mortar.
Tree branches fell in hurricanes.
But the green was so peaceful.
The tranquility made me forget,,
I was dying at its’ expense.
But at what expense did I exist?
What had to die for me to thrive?
As the vines still choked me,
Ever so slowly,
I decided to give up.
And let the greenery win.
Down the bricks crumble,
Down, down,
Till there was only debris
And green.
I was at peace,
My work here was done.
And the last thought in my mind,
“In the end, nature reclaims.”
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Farsighted
by Emily Carter
Inspired by Rock with Reflection
Remember naming Broccoli Island
Trees poking towards sky
Knobby and unorthodox, poised for salad or casserole
On the mainland, Go-Go Sand Ditch and Sweat Creek served as caution lights
Remember us yelling, “Turn at Go-Go” and “Race you to Sweat Creek”
Remember how hard we laughed, until we didn’t
The giggles caught fast in a wrestler’s choke hold
The truth hailing down, gathering in awkward piles
Ice out of season
We never even attempted to name what happened
We let the secret melt and run off into the water
Silent and anonymous 
Guilty
Drowning us right to the bottom

A Monument to Another Time
by Same Love

Inspired by Nature Reclaims 
A winding rutted road

rambles through scattered rocks
to an abandoned homestead
that traces time backwards.

In the overgrown clearing
a hand laid stone chimney
pokes above winding vines 

and gnarled tree limbs. 

The fireplace stands as
tribute to an unknown mason

whose calloused hands 
meticulously stacked the stones.

With the house gone
front porch music 

no longer blesses the mountain
with notes and harmonies

surfing the Appalachian wind.

In spring wild flowers 
scatter sun dappled beauty

among the crannies of this charred dream
of a simpler life, an abundant garden

and a small homestead that tamed nature.

As winter arrives the chimney 
will stand alone among 
a pallet of brown hues

that wait for spring shoots 
to burst forth and repaint

the landscape.

Victory Fragment, Judith Greenleaf
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Crystal Lake
by Cole Bernhardt
Inspired by Rock with Reflection
Artwork: Rock with Reflection by Vincent Ferri
Clearwater,
Crystaled and mysterious.
Formed by the thousands
Of years in the elements
By the elements
Unknown.
Unknown to us, untouched by us.
A reflection of the sky, trees thriving,
Moss, and ripples of fish.

The Man who Fights Time
by Alan Esposito

Inspired by Victory Fragment
victory can only be cast in gold

plated statues of empires victorious
reviled tyrants reimagined in stone
poses caught in eternal prosperity

as long as metal stands, this empire
prevails. history cast into brass plates

written into marble sculpted by
the state’s hands.

to reign is one aspect, to shape history & hearts is another.
isnt the ultimate power that of the future

revel in this empire’s long shadow

where bronze can’t bask in the eroding sun.

Hiker at the Falls, Debra Howard

Rock with Reflection, Vincent Ferri
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Merit 
Award

Visual Art

3rd

Ekphrastic 
Poetry

We Drape America in Freedom
by LizBeth
Inspired by America. 
 We drape America in freedom
           make promises we can’t keep
We drape America in freedom
          leave her on the floor
We drape America in freedom
         tell her to crawl her way out
We drape America in freedom
        if she’s lucky she will stand as we do. 
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America., Norman Aragones

Unalienable
by Margaret Tau

Inspired by America.  
hoisting Old Glory

spring breeze whispers bigotry
to snap it awake

July is ablaze
Independence Day freedom

unable to breathe

even the scarecrow
takes a knee at the anthem

awakening change

chokehold of winter
rushes in without warning

it’s here for the kill

this flag is more yours
shroud it in your own likeness

make these lives matter

1st

Ekphrastic 
Youth
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The Tightrope
by Leah Finch
Inspired by America. 
Am I smothered here, or am I free?
I’m not sure.
I do know I have dreams.
Some are realized and some elude me.

I wait.
I wait in hope.
I’ll watch you as you watch me.
We look on, contemplating who we’ll become.

This weight.
Does it cover me?
Do I hold it up?
Does it hold me down?

Dancing on a tightrope.
Pressed between what could be,
what should be,
what is.

But I can see up here.
So I dance.
Though hard-pressed,
I press on.

I walk this tight balance.
I lift my leg, raise my arm and spin.
My body leads the way.
Innate, it’s remembering.

Remembering.
What it’s never known in full,
or lived-fully realized,
but realizes fully as it’s intended design.

Freedom.
The brave walk the tightrope,
Dancing between the now and the not yet.
Their body knows no alternative,
than to fly.

Reflex, John Shuptrine

En Route, Christa Gulaian
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Artist in the Studio
by Joseph Kerschbaum

Inspired by Artist in the Studio 
made an amorphous thing for you

worked so hard so long 
so you would know 

this apparition is still present
absence of mass means nothing 

now voice of a vapor 
embrace of a cold spot
in the corner wherever 

you are

countless paths to become 
a ghost dying is only one 

trap door opens 
wake watch the long train 

of a future progress 
& disappear into distance 

a ghost is born 
when they reside only 

in memories walk 
among the living 

not really 
there 

here in the studio 
sculpture deformed figure

mimics joseph merrick 
ugly awkward assemblage on display 

artist’s vision 
was breathtaking 

rendering of ghost’s heart
not this monstrosity truth 

has a way of speaking
any language even bone dry clay

you were correct
previous self was contorted 
incapable of love or caring

care enough to haunt 
this afterlife 

watch indifferent clocks 
where hours burn 

years expire
rough out carve manipulate repeat

until this thing looks 
like something

To be considered American
by Emely Olivares
Inspired by America. 
My parents taught me to love America
They told me I had to love it to fit in
People here judged us for celebrating our culture
We were told to forget about our country
We were told we had to forget about everything
We are patriotic
Not for ourselves
But for the people here in America

Spoonbill, Forest DeBlois

Artist in the Studio, Forest DeBlois
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HOPEFUL
by Felicia Watkins
Inspired by America. 
Through childlike innocence
we let the hopes and ideas of freedom engulf us,
Double-talk the constitution while letting the words of Lady Liberty rust.
Poke out our chest and on our heart, we engrave;
“Land of the Free and Home of the Brave”.
Poor battered justice, our tattered leaning post continues to helps us 
stand.
What does the future hold for our children?
What does life hold for man?

Fire Escape, Russell Richards

The Camera
by Lorelei Cummings
Inspired by Mamiya
Artwork: Mamiya by John Shuptrine
Simple yet complex
So rough yet sleek.
From beauty in the eye of the beholder,
To beauty in the hands of me.
People say a picture is worth a thousand words,
But seldom listen to what each photo speaks.
The work, the time, the patience it took
To get the perfect picture each photographer seeks.
A bit of wood and glass,
Is all it takes to be
Something far more than it might seem.
Memories captured,
In times that were lost,
From the glow of spring,
to the start of frost.
A sliver of time,
Frozen in film.
A smile of joy to
Heartbreak on the hill.
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Stop Me if You’ve Heard This Story
by Judith R. Duncan
Inspired by Electroconvulsive Therapy
I did them all
every drug you can name 
I was the crazy campus druggie
but I can’t think of any names right now
if you want a cheap thrill
my friend at Tai chi tells me he has 
a greenhouse in which he raises a
variety of cactus plants to sell
my meditation guru asks
if I need a downer or an upper
up-down-wild-cray-cray
never normal or stable 
as for me I’m reduced to peach fuzz
if you know what I mean
don’t wanna complain but I say–stay
away from those docs at the U
they really mess you up

transcendence
by Trish Sheppard

Inspired by There’s Trouble 
Ahead But I Am Going There 

Anyway 
Gray

a merger
Not white 
Not black

Red
Blood color

mired into gray
Discontent, change

Black
Spiraling

through red
past gray

looped, coiled
Stark 

Against Whiteness
Grayness
Redness

Entity of self
Beyond shadows

Bold
Bloom of freedom
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Electroconvulsive Therapy, Jennifer Markowitz
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Ties that Bind
by Michelle Flye
Inspired by Electroconvulsive Therapy
My brain is full of fluttering wings and things
We’d rather not talk about
But what would you do if I decided to shout
And scream and cry? 
What if I spew the words
You don’t want to hear?
(the words I don’t want to speak)
The golden wires may shock the wings
From my head
I may spit them out by accident
(come with me into the storm
of confession)
Leave the wasted world of wrong words
Behind
Only truth sets you free
But lies can bind you together
(you just have to decide
if that’s what you seek)

I h8 the world
by Sophia Purick
Inspired by Electroconvulsive Therapy 
The butterflies,
They’re fluttering upon my sorrowful face as if it were my lover leaving gentle, goodbye kisses.
Each passing moment every fluttery wing upon my soft skin fades into a revolting little fly
stabbing at my skull, leaving my heavy head submerged in searing agony. The buzzing swarm
now eroding away at the rotten, mangled body I turned into, hoping to uncover something,
anything good beneath the sickly, bloated skin. Maggots eating into my brain, the feeling of soft
buzzing, trying to fix all that is wrong within my mind.

Things I’ll Never Forget
by Alexander Murphy
Inspired by There’s Trouble Ahead But I’m Going 
There Anyway
In the trenches, we stand, Shotgun! Shotgun!
BOOM BOOM and they’re dead,
there he lay with his lifeless face,
while he lays there with grace!
The days are long and tiring too, but the
Bullets still go through. The rain is cold, hard, and wet,
but eating that corned beef makes us forget.
We always try to pull through,
But this trench foot is hurting us too,
all day we walk back and forth while
my comrades are out afoot. I miss my girl back at home,
for I wish I had known. I know not how long I’ll stay,
but all I can do is hope and pray. The sickness here
Is unbearing too, I hope I do not catch the flu.
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Root Path, Debbie Mathew
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In a Tiny House
by Ronald E. Hignite

Inspired by Night Cabin 
It was in a tiny house

I lived some years ago.
It was a time when I was young,

But I remember it now so.

There were six of us back then.
My sister had not come.

We didn’t have much room then,
But I don’t remember needing some.

I recall playing with my brothers.
I was the oldest son.

We played a lot together,
And I remember having fun.

Our bedrooms were small,
And our kitchen was little too,

But everything was good
From my point of view.

Although we had little space,
There was a lot love around,

And when I think about that little house,
Wonderful memories do abound.

It was in that tiny house
That love of family I would learn,

And although we were cramped together,
It seemed to be of no concern.

What I am today
That’s the sum of where I’ve been,

And living in that tiny house,
For me it was a win.

Road Trip
by Ella Billingsley
Inspired by Van Light 
Artwork: Van Light by Caleb Shipman
as we went, the sun came too.
grabbing me through the window of our van

yes, the curtain helped a little
but my face still felt the warmth of
each day gliding into the next

wondering how we got there
knowing our journey wouldn’t end soon

is this the way life is now?
will it begin anew?

people change, yes
but am i supposed to too?

when we left it felt urgent
but is where i’m going just as bad?

i know life’s a journey
i learn as i go

but on this road we travel down,
we live a different life than before

so as your journey begins,
as you go into tomorrow

stay on this road you travel down
and be unapologetically you
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Van Light, Caleb Shipman
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Big Tiny
by Emily Carter

Inspired by Night Cabin 
It will be vogue someday

To live in a tiny house
Tell that to the kids on the school bus 

Ranting from the window about our poorness, our mama
And the drunks who parked outside

Headlights on, seat thrown back
Tell that to the wood stove that couldn’t find enough to eat
To the walls that closed in at night, peeling paint touching 

To the bucket in the corner, portable indoor plumbing
To the space too big to inflate with a puff of love

Tell that to me later when I make it out of there
And drive by, swearing at the tiny

Too big to forgive

Haiku One
by Victoria Younger

Inspired by Night Cabin
shabby tiny house
single light shining

blue

N/A
by Kevin Mbala Nga
Inspired by Night Cabin
Artwork: Night Cabin 
Yes I’m lonely,
Yes I have friends,
But even so,
It's still the end.

Yes I’m lonely,
Yes I need love
But even so,
I still need a shove.

Yes I’m lonely,
Yes I need a shove,
But even so,
I want to fly away from above.

Fools Gold
by Colbyn Underwood
Inspired by State Fair 
She say that I’m pretty I’m prettier in person 
She prettier than pretty but ugly down deep 
I’m driving her crazy you know I’m really swervin’
 I’m cutting too far I’m feelin like a surgeon 
She want me and I want her 
so why is she causing problems
 I saved so you so why are trying to drag me in 
You played me like a deck of cards 
Thought I found gold turns out it was pyrite

Night Cabin, Caleb Shipman

State Fair Kid, Caleb Shipman
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Emotions of Dawn
by Danielle Griffith
Inspired by Dawn at Popham 
Sunlight seeps through the clouds
It feels almost gloomy, in a way
Even though it’s still dark here
The stars slowly fade away
My comfort has long passed,
Peace and serenity never felt true
Yet I can feel it through this dawn
Feeling something new
This wonderful sunrise
Although i’ve seen it a thousand times
It still brings me happiness
As the nerves in me decline
The wind in my hair
The sunlight on my skin
The sandy shores and the bright blue sky
I have all the time in the world to take it all in.

How Many Agains
by Wendy Osserman
Inspired by Redline

See what wasn’t hidden
maps stained

 Apartheid color

Exits blocked 
entrances 

 Snares for strivers

The past slides over 
the present across the future
 Lines connect and separate

White space 
left to dream
 Travel freely

Delicacy of sunlight sighs
against blind buildings 

  Heat swollen pavement

All dimensions
polluted

 How long can this last? 
 Fire won’t wait forever

Street Fair on Mallory Square
by Joseph Kerschbaum
Inspired by Mallory Square 
Sea of unfiltered voices
filled the evening air 
crowded streets bodies
in close proximity 
without a concern
when we had faces
before smiles & teeth
disappeared 
acquaintances transitioned
to familiar strangers where 
suspicious eyes stare
as if everyone has 
a concealed weapon 
could murder you with air
strolled between vendors
unaware so many endings lurked 
in the shadow of ferris wheels
carnivals extinct 
streets hollow & silent 
almost smell funnel cake
last time on this block
which you couldn’t know
would be the last time 
before now which is how
last times for anything 
happen today
unremarkable in passing
something disappeared
how long until you discover 

Dawn at Popham, Caroline Dranow
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Dawn at Popham
by Joseph Kerschbaum
Inspired by Dawn at Popham 
difference between us
under this thick blanket 
of cloud cover overcast 

muted morning darkness
refuses to relinquish 
the waking world a fog

smothers the sunrise 
dawn breaks exhausted 
carries a heavy sun over 

the horizon scant light glows
faint transmission strengthens 
ghosts relent to shadows

sliver of light I see
where smothering darkness
relents & day breathes

another morning struggles
to arrive & survive 
you say as if you were 

here now you’re nowhere 
still everywhere
sunrise reminds me

the night 
you chose not to see
another morning RE
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What it means to me
by Nancy Fowler

Inspired by Dawn at Popham 
A curtain drawn across the light, 

sits on the waves, mingling water
to water, creates a universe of shadow

and calm.  A well-worn shroud.
Brightness seeps through

the shifting shapes.  Gradations of darkness
and of light.  The curtain edge rises,

just enough.  In the distance, 
a hill glows red. Lures one toward hope.

Haiku Two
by Victoria Younger
Inspired by Mallory Square
gaff rigged sails
first place
second place
fading glory
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Sunset Splendor
by Ronald E. Hignite
Inspired by Mile Hammock Bay Sunset 
Looking up into the sky,
A stunning sunset strikes my eye.
There amidst its beauty,
I pause and take a sigh.

The reds, the yellows, and oranges too,
All form an amazing sight!
The artwork is spectacular,
Created by an Artist of such might.

Each time I view its splendor,
It looks different than before.
Each sunset is unique,
  And it makes me want to see one more.

Few things we can depend on
In a life that changes so,
But the beauty of the sunset,
It will come each day and go.

As I gaze upon its beauty,
It’s hard to look away.
It’s so good to have it come
And finish out my day.

There are other things in life
That are a joy for us to see,
But nowhere have I found a scene
That is as beautiful to me.

So as the day comes to a close,
Give yourself a treat.
Look up and embrace the sunset
For its beauty cannot be beat.

Captain Ratty’s al fresco, Julie Larick

Movements, Hector Del Campo
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Beauty Contest
by Janine Sellers
Inspired by Beaufort Beauty
Proper outdoor social gatherings, Southern weddings, for example, 
would die for voluptuous roses as big as these Beaufort beauties. 
They make all eyes grow wide, like platefuls of Key lime pie, better yet
super sweet scoops of peppermint ice cream, big as pomelos, set free
at the arm of the seasoned scooper, proud to present a triple mound 
sure to topple and fall off the cone the instant it’s handed over.
Ladies and gentlemen, the winners are—the judges have just announced—
you, you, and you. Talent. Evening Gown. And Miss Congeniality. 
Congratulations, girls! Let’s give them a rousing round of applause.

Bright Blooms
by Elizabeth Conley
Inspired by Beaufort Beauties
Golden orbs unfurling
   Fragrant blossoms from a 
   summer garden
   Lighting up a dreary day.
   Do you evoke those echoes of
   laughter and lively chatter
   Sweet memories of golden 
   days with loved ones?
   Your fleeting beauty a floral
   triumph of nature
   Easing troubled thoughts 
   and times.

Poem Code: A13
Poem Title: The Habitat of Longing and Belonging

Artwork: Mile Hammock Bay Sunset by Jay DeChesere
At this place on the bay where wave action is slight 

the task is plain, and after a time you welcome the reminder 
to dismiss the protected eye of your cell phone,

shove it in your too-tight shorts’ pocket, take five, 
and imagine where your friends are, they want you back, 

loose-fit and relaxed, the same as you want them—
these unaccustomed days spent with yourself, 

unprotected, purple and vivid as when day is done. 
As a safeguard, the setting sun offers a mountain of skyscape

to gaze on, and it’s like your peeps say, when you see a rainbow 
one who is gone looks down from heaven. Cousin, friend, uncle, 

we have a good chance of survival if we stay in our pods, 
stay in the chemistry and the habitat of longing and belonging.  

We are elements, and as days draw on, we breathe, in quiet intensity. 
COVID does not care what state we live in and neither does COVID notice

how many preachers we have here in Our State—hottest pink on the 
weather map printed in the paper. It is lovely not to have to laugh alone, 
to con through sweet muscadine waters under mild chamomile sky, and 

it’s true, we are all in this together, and by being separate we belong together. 
Harmony lets iridescence of thoughtfulness, bold evidence, 

if not for a billion insidious viral particles shoved in your face. 
So we rock back on our heels, train dogs to sniff out the enemy, and press on. 

A fleet of pelicans comes soaring in procession, each identical with his nature. 
It is almost as though they coast on knowledge of sustaining oneness.

Consider the translation, and the answer is, we don’t give up. 
We are in this to shimmer.

Colors Through Life
by Courtney Stokes
Inspired by Movements 
Road to Happiness
Through the death and the darkness
Leads to inner peace

Mile Hammock Bay Sunset, Jay DeChesere

Beaufort Beauties, Heather Sink
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My Protector
by Anya Norwood
Inspired by Protector
My Protector,
The one who protects me,
The one who I can lean on in my time of need,
The one who will always be there for me.

My Protector,
The one who promises to walk me down the aisle
When that time comes
The one who always says that he won’t let anybody hurt me.

My Protector,
The one I will always call,
My Hero.

Basketball
by Zamari Giffith
Inspired by Compulsion
Basketball is the best sport
Because the players can share their talent
While the other sports come short
Basketball keeps the others silent

Basketball brings that excitement factor
While other sports bring that interesting feeling
Basketball highlights are a crowd distracter
When other sport highlights aren’t that appealing

Basketball can be played all over the world
And it brings joy that we can share
If we share the word, it can be heard
That we all care

Sports of all sorts are fun
This I know
But the basketball era has begun
And it is my job to show!

Hey Good Looking, Ann Nemcosky

Compulsion, Annette Giaco

Merit 
Award

Visual Art
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I Hold You Here Today…
by Olga Roesch
Inspired by Protector 
I Hold You Here Today… 
In my arms safely secured,
 Cradled to my heart; 
Your warmth and steady breath, 
Your countenance so calm. 

It brings me to my center, 
Where my chest is tightened 
With heart-wrenching love. 

I’d like to keep you as such, 
And never let you go; 
But I know that when you fully awaken,
I can no longer hold you back.

I wish I could tell you
All the bad that you will encounter, 
But then you might hold back 
And never know all the good 
That you will do. 

For now I will always remember this moment, 
And keep it in my heart; 
Even on the day 
My heart will ache in pain.

Protector
by Barbara Hall
Inspired by Protector 
Artwork: Protector by Annette Giaco
Fleeting is the joy of new life 
bonds forever unbroken, remain a life time 
what fears grow with age 
will the message of “the talk” protect 
new life from knees, bullets, choke holds 

The protector is ephemeral 
Catastrophe is unpredictable 
When can life be a gift for everyone?

Realization
by Quetzali Hernandez

Inspired by Compulsion
Protests they said protests! 

Protests?, I said 
Yes. 

Why so?, I said 

This little white boy got killed by a black man
So where are the protests for him? 

That’s very sad 
Did they catch the guy who did it?

Yes. 
Did they arrest and charge him?

Immediately. 
Is he going to jail? 

Forever! 

So what would we need to protest for?

Protector, Annette Giaco
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Forest Trees
by Jessie Beddow

Inspired by Tree Series: Drawing Number 4
The forests bark
Had turned dark

Once might call it creepy
But it brings me peace

The branches have no leaves
The twigs fragile 

I could see myself snapping them with my fingers
That's the beauty of the forest bark

Soon it'll be spring
The forest will shed its skin

The forest will be pure again
With fresh green leaves

And wonderful bark

I’ll lay in the forest
On the lush grass
Finally at peace

And away from the worldSensational
by Denise Boster
Inspired by Classical Vision
Its taste is apple cider vinegar without the Mother
All of the acid and none of the good stuff-
Eroding and corroding my insides.

Its feel is the otherworldly numbness 
Of my body enveloped in cling wrap-
Anesthetizing my skin.

Its smell is the smoke from a fire made of cardboard logs
A caustic burn from a fake flame-    
No balm in the redolent embers.

Its sound is an indoor wind tunnel:
The relentless roar obliterates all other thoughts-
Echoing my anxiety.  

Its look proves that my face had plastic surgery when I wasn’t watching.  
Because my appearance is distorted in some way that I cannot fathom-
Expressive in service of a single emotion.

This devil commits sensational home invasions and domestic assaults
Upon my body and spirit sans mercy- 
Cannibalizing my viscera and metasticizing my heart. 

What remains is an eggshell crazed by Fear.

Tree Series: Drawing 4, Wil Bosbyshell

Tomb Raider, Beth Kohutek
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Set Apart
by Gracie McCarthy
Inspired by Tomb Raider
Boxed in and all alone,
Watching happiness on the other side of the wall.
Never experiencing it, I bemoan.
Pound, pound, pound till I fall.
My life is preposterous.
There are only four corners to have occupied.
Crying out is worthless,
for all hope is lost to reaching the other side.
But I have just realized,
something does not seem right.
Before becoming entirely demoralized,
I find this something after the error of oversight.
My sorrow was brought on by a ruse,
Thinking I was just a seclusion.
Of course there was one side or the other that I had to choose,
but the other side was an illusion.
The other side may have seemed auspicious,
But looks can be deceiving.
The other side was clearing more vicious,
From what I am now perceiving.
Once I look around,
I see the vast land of opportunity.
Wonders abound
In the land of what lies ahead of me.
Everything I once craved,
all held in a box that’s only purpose was to attract.
I am unscathed,
And discern that I was never the one trapped.
So here is the difference,
Separating me from the insignificant box of desire.
I have been brought to deliverance,
While the rest still listen to the viper.
So now I go about my days
With no ounce of regret.
I know now that I chose the right way,
Even if everyone else is absent.
I may be alone,
Set apart from the rest who follow depravity.
But I am on my way to the throne,
To claim my crown as the daughter of his majesty.

Groupthink, Lee Malerich
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The hands I see
by Pedro Herrera Portillo
Inspired by Cathedral II 
The hands I see,
Wrinkled by time,
or maybe not,
Are they the hands of a she or he?
Who is their owner,
you may never know,
Perhaps no one,
But on the cathedral’s wall they linger -
With Skin Slightly tanned,
Veins that show,
Light marks of green,
A position so strange,
And a background unclear,
What could this mean?
Hands of a Woodworker,
They could be,
Hands of a Farmer,
They could be,
Hands of a Builder,
They could be,
Hands of a Painter,
They could be,
Hands of a Preacher,
They could be,
Hands of Teacher,
They could be,
Hands of anything they could be,
But what have these hands done?
Justice?
Wrong?
The nothing in between?
What you see them doing,
Is what they are doing,
Though it may not be what's intended,
The air they hold,
The shape they stage,
What you see
Was made by me,
I made with no answer,
What you get is what you see,
If i were to reveal what they mean,
Curiosity would leave,
the mystery would die,
And my profit would falter.
That's why I let go,
That's why I'll never know,
What they are,
And what they'll be,

Classical Vision, Tina Marcus

Cathedral II, Ivan Pazalamatchev
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Cathedral II
by Ruth Marcus
Inspired by Cathedral II 
Arthritic fingers, gnarled in morning light, 
shades of umber and virescent hews—
sleepless artist paints through the night

Above the Cathedral, dawn casts a golden hew,
strong hands framed in still life— 
artist humbled by inverted view.

With Those hands
by Elaine Hills
Inspired by Cathedral II 
I tried to walk in your footsteps
put my puny feet in your boots
climb rails on fence posts 
to stand at your height
roar and shout to make
myself heard,
and you nodded, and smiled,
and listened.
But your hands,
I could never match your hands
fingers calloused from lifting
rocks, boulders I thought, mountains.
With those hands
you built fences, bridges, houses,
and birdhouses, dollhouses,
dollhouse furniture.
Those hands pulled down
strangler vines from the tallest trees,
gently helped fledgling birds
on their first flight,
held tight the hopes and dreams 
of a growing child.

Beaten Down 
by Sandra Lilly

Inspired by Cathedral II 
Oh these hands, this vessel has failed me so. I’m physically drained.

I failed my girls. Oh my beautiful daughters, the lights of my life.
I’m so sorry girls. Christmas won’t be so grand this year. 

I tried. All my workers quit on me. It’s just me now. I’m all alone on this project.
The daunting deadline. I’ll never get that house built in time. 

My boss gave me the what for today, like I have any control in who they’ve hired.
“Be a man, suck it up.” He tells me. I wish it was socially acceptable for men to cry. 

To have a breakdown, without being viewed as a jerk. 
Until then, I’ll keep doing my job. I won’t let my girls see me like this. 

Oh girls, I tried. 

Analogous Structures, Tina Marcus

My Things in a Place I Do Not Know, Jan Johnson
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The Supremacy of Distance
by Denise Boster
Inspired by The Supremacy of Distance
My strategy for existence
Was the path of least resistance
To my father’s religious insistence
For my life.

Enemy of my subsistence
The power of his persistence
Required defense of the dissonance
In my life.

Ruptured sutures gave assistance.
The remedy of dehiscence-
Peace - from the supremacy of distance.

Speak to me
by Judi LaBelle
Inspired by Cathedral II
SPEAK TO ME,
YOUR HANDS TELL ALL.
HAVE THEY TOILED AND WORKED THE EARTH?
HAVE THEY PLANTED SEEDS OF LOVE?
HAVE THEY GATHERED FLOWERS?
SPEAK TO ME
HAVE THEY BEEN LOVING AND TENDER OR
HAVE THEY BEEN HARSH AND CRUEL?
HAVE YOUR HANDS GENTLY TOUCHED THE FACE OF ANOTHER?
HAVE THEY EVER REACHED FOR THE CREATOR?
SPEAK TO ME SO I MAY HEAR YOU…..
TOUCH MY HEART

The Supremacy of Distance, Michael Dorsey

Night Vendor, Hengyang City, China, Robert Gilbert
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2nd

Ekphrastic 
Poetry

Bowls are Cool
by Nathaniel Fillingame

Inspired by Vessels and the 
Spaces Within II 

Bowls are cool
They work like a pool
Keeping stuff inside

You can eat stuff from them
Like cereal and soup

Pasta and goop

They can be made of clay
Or metal and china

They can be strong or brittle

So in short
Bowls are cool

How it Seeps Into Us
by Melinda Thomsen
Inspired by Night Vendor, Henyang City, China 
The night vender lifts up
a ream of noodles. Its steam
wafts like a bear’s breath at night.
A man waits in the darkness
as the mist reaches its fingers
into his hair and clasps his face. 

When the night vender comes 
to me, she leaves her dreams. 
I am teaching in a stadium seated 
classroom.  A student gets up 
to speak to me. He has to leave. 
He has already lit a cigarette 

and exhaled it in the room. 
I look at the smoke floating away
from him for yards, by the second
drag, it has filled a quarter of the room. 
I tell him to leave immediately, 
but all I think about is his breath. 

That one breath transported
all that smoke has now permeated 
the room, our clothes, and hair. 
Two times he exhaled;
that was all. We all look at each other. 
We all know that whatever was inside him

    is now within each of us, 
      some more, some less.
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The Rain Collector, Michael Dorsey
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The Hole
by Nathan Phomphak

Inspired by Escape
Life is like a hole,

where it can be difficult to get out.
The forgotten ones are left,

to live without a hold.

The fighters of the hole,
may climb and claw and go,

they may create a ladder
To help the ones below.

Though those who are unworthy,
Would climb the ones above,
and kick them down below
so they’ll be free like doves. 

The Cover
by Elisa Wetherington

Inspired by Gaze 
Walking around to find I’m not myself,

looking around and finding no one else.
We’re all just like books on a shelf,

being judged by the cover.
Waiting for someone to discover,

maybe a lover or maybe a brother, 
what’s truly behind the cover.

Only we know what’s behind our cover,
only we can lift it to show our true color.

Escape, Liyu Xue

Gaze, Liyu Xue
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Wounds
by Dean Marshall
Inspired by 1,460 Self-Inflicted Wounds
I hand my youth to the horse and the hair
The drudgery of a morning aware
Wounds open in time, but time waits for no one

Profound and deepening loneliness of being unknown
A marriage of broad shoulders and narrow mind
A stolen glance, a longed for affair

The exquisite nature of just being there
No war to call mine, humbled devil may care
The Ocean a mirror an unflinching look within

Old enough to know better, but not old enough to not 
care
My inability to see matched with an urge to pee
Unwittingly here, the wounds that I bear

It’s 82F Inside the Guggenheim Museum, Liyu Xue

1,460 Self-Inflicted Wounds, Austin Shepard

1st
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Lace
by Alana Esposito
Inspired by Ghost 

they say things are laced
laced with poison

laced with the past
the present is laced.

this country’s lace is molded
woven into vows rotted from the inside

so I unravel from the seams,
bead from thread

only to spin spools of lace
laced with the past.

how can we proclaim greatness
when there is nothing great about us

except for the great atrocities
woven between the stars & stripes

laced so intricately we claim we cannot see
& therefore we decide it is not there.

the past is laced into the present,
laced are the shoes Ahmaud

wore as he jogged in his neighborhood

& the bullet that killed him:
laced with racism 

lace is choking this country
taking the breath from her lungs

mucus forms lace patterns in alveoli &
scar tissue lines & laces the innards where infec-

tions of immorality ravaged this body, this country.

& so,
we are laced into the tapestry of history,

what we did & did not sew.

Sex
by Edna Stewart

Inspired by The Secret 
Physical and internal, sex.

Everything masculine, everything feminine,
Gender Planes or plane Jane?

Creation? corpuscles, ions, and electrons-
Outside help from Frustration and disappointment? We deliver 24 hours.

Help inside? Patience going off alone, he equals out everything – At a time like this?
Did I find myself? No.

Love, hate? It’s all the same, just a degree of differences of our relationship. 
Unexpected? Strong use of Will. Polarizing and Mindfully nontalking- 

He’s so transmuting.
The ring finger? My Mantra, the way you want it?

Non-thinking-nontalking, peaceful! Following my breath, breathe in, breathe out,
 Sex on a different plane?

 Didn’t happen, Sex. Maybe one day I’ll find time to merge the two. O-m-g.
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Our Lost Glory
by Leah Finch
Inspired by Burdens 
Constricting, restricting, conforming.
Both these subtle and overt messages sing over me like a eulogy,
mourning whom I might have been, as if they could see.

If I didn’t have to protect my heart from lack of oxygen,
as single narrative wafts through the air like carbon monoxide,
silent and unassuming but deadly with its wake.

If my existence weren’t a threat,
if my glory could be a complement to yours,
woven together like the coat of many colors,
maybe we would both be free.

Maybe.

For now, I stand.
Under this weight placed on me without invitation,
the ways I conform and reform to fit your current mold.
I have contorted so much, sometimes, I hardly recognize myself.

It’s exhausting, this demand to become something I’m not.

But now, standing here,
I mourn for you.
I mourn for the box you’re in, formed by your hand.

Like reading the same bedtime story over and over,
aren’t you restless from the monotony?
Like eating steak and potatoes only, while divine choices,
aren’t your taste buds crying out for more?
Like glorying in the sunrise at the beach,
doesn’t your memory long for a sunset at the mountains?

I mourn for how small you’ve become and all you’ve lost.
Truly.
When your hand placed limits on me,
we both lost a taste of glory.

The Secrect, Thu Nguyen

Ghost, Melannie James
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The Bastards of the Sea
by Cameron Lupton
Inspired by One Possibility 
The bastards of the sea 
By Cameron Lupton  

Out fishing me nets. 
Barnacles tear them apart 
White bastards of the sea...

Away from the Base
by Janice Bethany

Inspired by Abstract #21
A long arm in a black sleeve 

reaches its tiny hand
into your red joy. 

You just want to float through
the maze of shadows 

in fields of crimson pigment 
away from green flats of base.

Suspended in abstraction,
you swim around the sleeved arm

blissful in your red moments. 
You don’t want past or future here.

You just want to pulse through the red plane 
dodging the arm with its miniature claw 

ready to return you to base.

Mind Gears
by Lisa Pursley
Inspired by 06-27 Mono 3-D Print 
Once the monument is raised
the memories of the moments that
brought it about begin to be replaced:

the many feet moving the many
people over the landscape, up steel
scaffolding erected on something else;

mind gears and heart clockworks
to create a foundation on backs of brothers,
strategic welds on girders, rivetted connections.

The gift becomes a symbol of the receiver;
the original something to walk past
until we rest like ”the thinker”, perforated by time.

06-27 Mono 3D Print, Annemarie Baldauf

Abstract #21, Billy Hertz
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slowly, sinking, sealing
by Rebekah Lyan

Inspired by Abstract #21 
sinking
sinking

slowing down
sink into air
surrounded

it reaches out
from below

wanting
pulling down

tugs a little slower
sink a little slower
time a little slower

sinking
into air

is a
feeling

the view expands
see more
and more
and more

sink a little more
from below

slowly reaching
a little more

the air
starts to fill
in front it is

sealed
sealed away

leave it
from below

it lets go
sit up

time snaps
into proper place

it is gone

One Possibility, Michaelé Rose Watson

Abstract #18, Billy Hertz
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Blue Trim
by Ruth Marcus

Inspired by Blue Trim 
Ever since Gramma took me to the beach

I dream of that house—blue shutters 
pointed roof, built by an old man— 

bearded geezer George.

He hammered cedar shingles day after day
near a pole and power lines—grinning and
singing, yes-sirree, gonna live off-the grid, 

yes-sirree, I’m gonna live off the grid.

I didn’t know what that meant
but morning til dark, one cedar shingle
at a time became a two-story house—

blue shutters matched the sky.

East window faced the sea.
Gramma leaned and whispered,
mind your own business my dear. 

I buried my feet.

The old man waved at me.
Gramma smiled, He’s waving at the sea.

How do you know, I asked.
He’s blind, she said.

How can a blind man build a house? 
One day you will learn, said Gramma. 
When I got home, I painted a picture 

and named it, Blue Trimmed House.

True-Blue
by Judy Rosen
Inspired by Blue Trim 
Weathered shingles covering his beach shack
protect old fishing poles, worn wooden oars,
corroded buckets, cracked rubber boots,
frayed ropes hanging beside sour-smelling
yellow rain slicker and sou’wester hat.

A rickety table near a metal folding chair
has cigarette papers on a tobacco can, 
a half empty Jim Beam bottle, 
a kerosene lantern, outdated tide chart, 
pencil stub, crinkly paged notebook
listing fish caught, ideas, drawings.

She enters alone.
Inhales deeply the musty salty air.
Remembers his wrinkled hands, lined face,
twinkly eyes, contagious laugh. 
She loved him.

Touching nothing she closes door tightly.
Attaches new padlock. 
Brightens faded blue trim. 

She will return with his namesake.

Golden Gate Bridge from Crissy Field, Bro Halff

She’s Come Undone, Susan Maas
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Our Sandy Home
by Maribel Angel
Inspired by Blue Trim 
Sandy beaches down the coast,
With the smell of salty shores.
I can’t get enough of sunny rays,
Or the sunset that it gave.

I wish I could share this with you,
But you left without a shoe. 
I know you left for good,
And yet I don’t know why for sure.

The house has been empty since you left,
Now I am just depressed
Sometimes I don’t have the energy to even dress
I know my life is a mess.

Blue Trim, Jeny Brill

Inside Out, Julie Cardillo
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Past and Present
by Zhi Hang Yang
Inspired by Reliquary 
Artwork: Reliquary by Robert Lang
I feel black and white
Moving from my past tonight,
Into the future.

Billboard Blues
by Jeanne Julian
Inspired by Reliquary 
It’s been ages since we had word,
a message meant for us.
Still we wait, like fields trying to recall
their crops. What was first, cotton? 
Cotton, tobacco, corn, soybeans, now
nothing.  

Scars of the old plow, the harrow.
Harrowing. Now atangle with bindweed, 
thistle. The huge white page hovers overhead.
Even cunning Connor never bothers
to climb with a can of Krylon to fill in the
blank. 

What comes next, what will be sold to us 
from the sky with its deceptive restless clouds?
Cars we can’t afford, burgers, Romans 1:20.
Far-flung conglomerates and potentates 
believe we’re captives of particular rural
emptiness. 

We have always worked from home. 
With our heyday past, we need
another payday. Turn our cornfields
into mazes? Harvest sunshine? Or sell.
We’re just waiting for a sign from
above.   

Spectre I, Hutch Traver

Too Much Corona, Mikel Frank

Merit 
Award

Visual Art
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Homage to Cattail Pond by Laurie Richardson
by Linda R Myers
Inspired by Cattail Pond 
Cattails!, 
mother would exclaim at wetlands or estuaries 
on cross-country journeys between San Francisco’s Bay Area 
and South Carolina’s Lowcountry.
Daddy drove the 54 Olds 98.
My brother and I tussled silently in the back.  
(We knew better. he could reach us from the driver’s seat.)

Bulrushes, Daddy said, smirky growl through clenched teeth.
It’s in the Bible.
Unlike Moses’ bespoke basket, 
woven from such reeds,
the stand did not protect 
from rants at gnats or back seat sniggering,
as he called it.
Daddy complied, pulled over.
With mother, he withheld the bluster,
was his most placid.
Still metronome to Daddy’s toothy teeter-totter moods,
she prevailed. 

The ’98 was sanctuary of sorts.
We sang A billy goat was feeling fine,
ate three red shirts right off the line . . . 
You Are My Sunshine,
logged states by license plates, 
took breaks for picnic lunch at wayside rests
and potty stops in outhouse or behind a bush,
listened to Hank Williams and Webb Pierce,
or just rode, taking in sugar cane fields
and handcuffed chain gangs of Black men 
slinging sickles in tormenting heat 
under the gaze of rifle-toting White guards
until mother blurted out, Cattails!
and pointed to sentinel stalks with tight brown flower heads,
statuary in nearby bog or drainage ditch.
Those week-long, blue-highway rambles
etched tranquil memories and piercing insights,
like Cattail Ponds’ exclamation points in orange, purple and teal oils.

Unlike indigenous peoples
who routinely used the Mesozoic Era survivor  
— roots for toothpaste, pollen as hair conditioner —
Mother had no words on wild edibles,
nor on gathering tender green shoots for spring pilaf.
(Mother relied on oregano, onions and garlic.)

Nonetheless, she straddled, stretched over ditch or gully to fetch them, 
carry them home,
tuck them on the sill between Port and Starboard.
Some say cattails represent victory of  mind, spirit and body.

Walking Along the Highway
by Zhi Hang Yang

Inspired by Reliquary 
As I walk along the highway,

I reminiscence about my past,
Clouds gathering above me,

Showering me with regret.

As I walk forward,
One step at a time,

I see a billboard,
Showing me the possibilities of my life,

I struggle with the present,
Fueled by the past,

As I walk along the highway,
I know these bad times won’t last

Cattail Pond, Laurie Richardson

HM
Ekphrastic 

Poetry
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Abandoned
by Zachary Jarmon

Inspired by Reliquary 
A reliquary is

My mind
That’s how I see it.

One that was once new
Is now left behind.

Left to rot
To which it came.

All I see is desert
Sometimes I see rain

Weeds running around
No attention.

This is the only vessel
That feels familiar.

Unreadable for the rain
Of inspiration

Bend into the Clouds
by Lisa Pursley
Inspired by Reliquary 
She drives the straight road,
black intentionally headed into blue,
praying all the time it will
bend into the clouds.

The speeding breeze of empty
windows feels like the uneven
rotation of a storm off shore;

longing to hear the chatter
of the magnolia leaves
before hurricane rain.

She knows how to navigate
what she sees coming, days
to decide to stay or go. 

Flood over stepping stones 
leaves the path, but this 
endless sand sweeps it all gone.

No peaks to delay the sun, this mile 
looks like the last and the last  
as if time has just left it alone; 
an empty billboard and thirst.

The Night Sky
by Meh Tay

Inspired by Stars and Storm 
Glimmering lights in the sky,

Why must they be so high?

I can not reach from where I stand
Oh, how I wish I was there.

As I watch the clouds drift slowly through the sky,
I listen to the wind’s lullaby,

As they blow the clouds calmly by.

As I watch the night sky,
I wonder what's beyond those stars.

My eyes starts to drift to the brightest star,
Oh, how I wish I could put it in a jar.

As the clouds slowly cover the stars,
I wonder if someone’s looking down from above.

How lucky they must be to view such a sight each day,
Being so high up,

Surrounded by beautiful bright lights.

The Pickering Conspiracy, Charles Emlen

Reliquary, Robert Long
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1st

Sculpture

Reliquary
by LizBeth
Inspired by Reliquary 
Artwork: Reliquary by Robert lang
I left a message
 in a tongue only we can speak
        a place only you know

White Shadow
by Simon Ku
Inspired by Reliquary 
I feel gloomy.
There is sadness and sorrow,
they are everywhere.

There is darkness in the air,
yet there is light.
There is Yin and Yang.
And there is balance.

I’m in the present,
but I’m not.
I’m in the past,
where everything started.

I tend to forget them,
despite the hardship.
I see black and white,
I’m anew!

Information Age Curse
by Sam Love

Inspired by The Pickering Conspiracy
Concave dishes concentrate

the signals that overload
craniums never designed 
to filter so much chatter

This constant stimulation
makes quieting the mind 

virtually impossible
as images, notes, and words

overload our consciousness
and create a mental daze

that curses our soul

The Pickering Conspiracy, Charles Emlen
Ghosts of Certaldo, Catherine Walker
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Twister
by Carson Jenkins

Inspired by Shades of Twister 
Dark and scary

Just like the thoughts in his head
Making destruction all in his path

Twisted around the thoughts 
In his head

The Twister
by Connor Bernhardt

Inspired by Shades of Twister 
Twister, twister, run away mister

He ran so far his feet began to blister
Here it comes we need to find cover

Debris sucked into the air just seemed to hover

The dark evil wind
by McKenzie Eborn

Inspired by Shades of Twister 
The road is quiet and empty Clouds began to darken

The wind wails and blows Day starts to appear as night

The sky spins its gusts of wind over the muddy grass
Light tries to sneak through the dark evil clouds

The big teal sign takes hold to the ground
Dust flies in the air

Small houses begin to prepare
The grass has to move

Holding on

Shades of Twister, Mark Dierker

Stars and Storm, Mark Dierker

Battle Branch, R. Scott Horner
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Stars and Storm
by Alice Osborn
Inspired by Stars and Storm 
I eject early at 23,000 feet while
Vostok 1 continues its bitter crash,
landing two miles away in Saratova.
In my own country in a far-off land,
too far from where I used to be.

Are you from space or Kazakhstan?
The farmer’s wife asks me,
I don’t know what to tell her,
belief is hard to come by in 1961
when hours before this son of a carpenter
born on a collective farm, 
forced by Nazis to live in a mud hut
almost as small as this spacecraft, 

tasted glory in the charred indifferent stars
for almost two hours, only a passenger,
whipping around the Earth 
before hell wrested its payment in fire and flesh.
A sealed key in an envelope promised me control—
could I stop a retrorocket failure and wild tumble? 

Almost knocked out, the pressure
at my parachute’s opening
slices at my eyes like onions 
my wife slices for our supper. 
My vision plays tricks on my sight,
nothing’s real when everything is white, 
I’m weak but I now have power.
If I survive, I’ll enter my second life,
the one before no longer matters.

Kept Therein, Peggy Kehoe
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